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Abstract- How to reduce the cost of shipbuilding without losing its strength is a problem that needs to be studied. In this 
work, an investigation of effects of fluid flow and cabin partition number on stress analysis of a ship structure is considered 
to study. In an actual ship structure design application, the fluid flow effect must be considered. By changing the structure of 
the hull, it will affect the ship structure strength and also change the cost. Therefore, the number of partitions for ship 
structure with fluid flow is focused to investigate in this work. For this analysis, the finite element analysis software ANSYS 
is employed to study the flow induce structure strength of a ship. It is found that effects of fluid flow impact and cabin 

partition number affect significantly the structure stress of a ship. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Before the compartment board has been designed, the 

overall safety of the ship is relatively weak. Once 

there is any damage to the reef or the hull, the 

seawater entering the cabin will be out of control, and 

the water will spread all the way to the ship and cause 

the ship to sink. With the bulkhead, the bulkhead 

provides greater safety for the ship. The bulkhead 

divides the interior of the hull into several 
compartments for installation the mechanical 

equipment and loading of cargo, fuel, fresh water, 

spares and ballast water. The partition plate supports 

the rigidity of the ship. At the same time, it is also 

divided the sub-region of the bottom for a safety and 

it can be that the forces between the parts are 

transmitted to each other, and the partition plate is the 

guarantee of the ship's anti-sinking performance.The 

partition plate plays a great role in the rigidity of the 

hull. At the same time, it is also the support for the 

structure of the ship, the side of the ship and the deck, 
so that the forces between the parts are transmitted to 

each other, and the partition plate is depressing of the 

ship's anti-sinking possibility. It can also reduce the 

instability of the ship, and improve the fireproof 

performance and adopted in some partition walls to 

prevent the spread of fire. From the above, the 

partition wall for a ship is the one of very importance 

parameters of safety for the ship. So, the number of 

ship bulkheads not only affects the cost of 

shipbuilding but also affects the overall strength and 

safety. How to design the number bulkheads to 

achieve the safety, enough strength and low cost for a 
ship is focused to study in this work. 

 

Due to the prosperity of ship shipping, the various 

more and more ship structure problems havebeen  

 

 

paid the attention to study by the researchers [1, 2]. 

The simplifying structure models are frequently 

simulated as the original ship structure models by the 

previous investigations [3]. In these papers, the 

complex calculation had been employed to study the 

stiffness, dynamics, stability and more properties on 

structure of a ship. Nowadays, the geometry of the 

ship is more and more very complicated. It is very 

difficult to study the structure problems for a 

nowadays ship by the traditional mathematics such as 
partial differential equations, in a meanwhile, the 

complex problems interaction between the fluid and 

the structure is also very complicated and difficult to 

study by this traditional calculation. 

 

Recently, the finite element method is frequently 

employed to solve the complex geometry structure of 

system [4, 5]. So, some studies have carried out 

research on the finite elements analysis on hulls and 

to provide models and research methods for 

simplifying the cabin [6].For the key and speed up 
analysis, the main simplified model not only can 

simulate the complicated geometric structure and 

make the analysis error smaller, but also can speed up 

the analysis of the whole time.The researcher [7] 

proposed to change the influence of the hull by using 

the added ribs to increase the natural frequency of 

ship.The model of a ship with fluid-solid coupling 

effect is focused to study by some investigation [8]. 

This model is observed that the flow field range must 

be established, although the model can not to be fine 

precision meshing but also provide the some 

numerical result to refer.In this study, the finite 
element analysis is also employed to investigate the 

ship structure with the fluid flow impact. Effect of the 

number of cabin partition on the structure stress of 

this ship is also considered. 
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II. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

 
The finite element analysis software CFX in ANSYS 

Workbench is used to simulate this ship structure 

mode in this article. Because both fluid flow and solid 

structure models are considered in this finite element 

model, the results of solid structure and fluid-solid 

coupling must be analyzed at the same time. This 

fluid-solid coupling result of a ship can be solved 

after the static structure result of system was 

solved.Firstly, the ship simple model with a midline 

main structure and different number of bulkheads is 

considered. In this ship structure model,the main 

structure and different number of bulkheads can 
increases the strength and safety of the hull, 

especially for the bulkheads. 

 

2.1. Element Mesh Model 
This finite element model is based on the above rules 

in this paper. After this structure model is set up, the 

next step is to select elements type and mesh to be a 

finite element model.The ANSYS elements types are 

comprised of the point elements, line elements, and 

solid elements.According to the construction structure 

geometry, meshing size and the problem to solved, 
the element type will be selected. In this work, the 

element type solid186 and solid187 were selected for 

the solid structure physical property. These elements 

are frequently used for the complex and irregular 

meshing, and can be employed to solve the problems 

for plasticity, super-elasticity, stress strengthening, 

large deformation, and large strain. They can also 

depress the error caused by free mesh. In addition, for 

flow field analysis, the linear element type is 

typically used in CFX. 

 
Fig.1. A 3D model of a ship with cabin partitions. [] 

 

A 3D model for a ship with cabin partitions is 

displayed as Fig.1.In this study, the tetrahedral 

meshing and patch conforming algorithmic are 

considered in the hull part. This meshing can be 

suitable for irregularly shaped objects and surfaces, 

and processed more precision result by the patch 

conforming algorithm. The hexahedral meshing can 

be also considered in the part of the panel for a 

simple in shape and no curved or curved 

surface.Figure 2 shows the meshing model of a finite 

element ship model.As shown in Fig. 3, the 
convergence of the first natural frequency of the ship 

model. For good analysis result,more 40,000 element 

quantities are selected to study for ensuring numerical 

reliability. 

 
Fig.2. Afinite element model of a ship with cabin partitions. [] 

 

 
Fig.3. ACFX fluid flow modelof a ship. 

 

 
Fig.4. The fluid flow boundary condition modelof a ship. 

 

2.2. Fluid Flow Field Model 

For fluid flow field analysis, In order to obtain more 
accurate results, the model should be fine meshed for 

near ship region, and rough meshed for far from ship 

region. Both two different meshes are considered for 

the fluid flow field model in this analysis. As shown 

in Fig.3.a CFX fluid flow model of a ship.In this 

study, the K-ε turbulence model is employed to 
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simulate the water flow for a ship. This model 

boundary condition is displayed as Fig.4. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1. Flow analysis of ship 

Asaship is acted the flow impact in water, the 

structure stress of ship hull will hasthe pressure. The 

quantity pressure of the ship is based on the fluid 

flow speed relative to this ship. Therefore effect of 

fluid flow on the structure stress of the ship is 

considered in this study. Figure 5 shows the turbulent 

flow pattern of the ship. From this figure, that the 

turbulent flow occurs near the ship is found. The side 
view of the turbulent distribution diagramfor the ship 

is displayed in Fig.6. More serious turbulence occurs 

in the front and rear of the ship in this figure. 

 
Fig.5. Turbulent flow pattern of the ship. 

 

 
Fig.6. Side view of the turbulent distribution diagramfor the 

ship. 

 

3.2. Structure Stress in Flow Effect 

Coupling solid and fluid flow reaction effect, such as 

fluid-structure coupling analysis [9], on structure 

stress of a ship is considered in this study. The 

pressure of the fluid flow impacts on the structure of 
ship to make the structure stress, strain, and 

deformation are generated, in a meantime the 

deformation of the structure also affects the fluid, so 

it is a problem of interaction between solid and 

fluid.In this study, unidirectional fluid-solid coupling 

which ignores the structural deformation to the flow 
fluid is considered. It can greatly reduce the entire 

numerical analysis time after the stress module 

introduces the flow field data. 

Figure 7 displays the Structure stress diagram of a 

ship with a single diaphragm impacted by fluid. The 

maximum stress occurs at the front point of a ship 

impacted by fluid. It is also observed that the larger 

stress occurs at the center of this single diaphragm of 

the ship. Effect of cabin partition numbers are 

considered in this study. Figure 8 shows Structure 

stress diagram of a ship with six diaphragms 

impacted by fluid.In this figure, the maximum stress 
also occurs at the front point of a ship. The second 

larger stress occurs at the central two diaphragms of 

the ship.A variation of stress of 

 
Fig.7. Structure stress diagram of a ship with a single 

diaphragm impacted by fluid 

 

 
Fig.8. Structure stress diagram of a ship with six diaphragms 

impacted by fluid. 

 
Fig.9. A variation of stress of the ship with the different cabin 

partition number. 
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theship with the different cabin partition number is 

display in Fig. 9. From this figure, the stress will be 
depressed as the cabin partition number is increased. 

The stress will keep almost the same if the cabin 

partition number over 5. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Effect of cabin partition number on stress analysis of 

a ship structure with fluid flow was investigated. The 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. Analysis result shows that Effects of fluid flow 

impact and cabin partition number affect 

significantly the structure stress of a ship. 
2. It is observed that the stress will be depressed as 

the cabin partition number is increased. The 

stress will keep almost the same if the cabin 

partition number over 5. 
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